
 

 
 
 
 
 

BALL HANDLING 
(Part One) 

 
In goalkeeper terminology ball handling not only means catching the ball cleanly it also covers the palming 
off and deflecting of shots in a controlled manner.  
 
Ideally the ball should either be caught and held prior to distribution or played dead behind the line 
eliminating a second shot on goal.  Keepers often make brilliant reflex saves where the ball is pushed back 
into play and they are then beaten by a second shot while they are still on the ground or out of position. 
 
Good ball handling can eliminate these second chances, prevent goals and save vital competition points.  The 
keeper must learn to concentrate and make an early decision on repositioning in the best place to receive 
the ball and whether to catch, deflect, punch or clear the ball with their feet. 
   
When analysing a keeper who fumbles the ball continuously their footwork must be taken into consideration 
as a keeper who is slow to move for the ball and is stretching or not facing the ball squarely is more likely to 
snatch and drop the ball. 
 
Good technique starts with the correct stance, which we talked about in last month’s tech tips. Good stance 
means the keeper can react to the flight of the ball in the shortest time as they are already set to move 
quickly in any direction to intercept the ball. 
 
When the ball is in flight the keeper is under pressure to make several decisions quickly to complete the 
handling technique successfully.  Poor concentration and decision-making are often to blame for poor 
handling and these are both techniques that should be practiced at every session. 
 
A keeper who ball watches and is not analysing the position of his teammates and correcting their position 
and stance will react slowly to a shot or through ball.  Keepers who are good ball handlers always have good 
concentration skills and are capable of collating all the relevant information available (i.e. weather, team 
positions, attacking teams options etc) and complete the chosen technique successfully. 
 
It is important that when catching the ball the keeper watches the ball into the hands and the ball is secure 
before they make a decision on distribution. Keepers are often thinking on where they are going to distribute 
to and drop the ball simply because they are under pressure to distribute quickly.  At all times our first 
responsibility is to stop the ball passing over the line. 
 
A keeper who can quickly and accurately distribute the ball is an asset to any team but our first priority too 
many coaches is to save the ball which then puts pressure on the keeper to clear the ball quickly and a 
nervous or inexperienced keeper may be worried about the clearance rather than completing the handling 
technique required. 
 
While it is fair for the coach to expect quick distribution it is the keeper’s decision on the park on how to 
react to each situation.  The completion of each technique in training initially while not under pressure will 
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allow the training routines to be built up to game related pressure situations where the keeper is capable of 
completing a series of techniques at a controlled intensity. 
 
The actual handling technique of catching the ball requires the keeper to cushion the ball as the ball hits the 
hands so as the ball does not spill out.  If the keeper has hard hands the fingers cannot wrap around the ball 
to complete the catch.  Keepers often tense their hands to take the speed of the ball rather than locking the 
wrist and keeping the fingers supple so the ball can be cushioned. 
 
Cushioning the ball requires good finger strength and this can be achieved by squashing a tennis or squash 
ball repeatedly building up both finger strength and confidence in handling.  Thumbs play a vital part in 
catching the ball and must always be behind the ball so the ball cannot slip through. 
 
The hand should be held with the fingers whilst the thumbs are held in a W position behind the ball. Hand 
positioning should be checked regularly in training as the ball is caught. 
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